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this course will explore aesthetic choices that allow the artistic imagination to transcend the boundaries of
realism and illusion. the vision of such diverse masterworks as ingmar bergman's notes of a young actor,

michael ondaatje's the english patient, jean cocteau's the human voice, and the yiddish policemen's union
(2008), louise bourgeois's the mystery of the soap opera, and carrie mae weems' the annotated marjoe

(2001) will be analyzed through film and theory. in addition to specific films, we will explore the genres of
fantasy, science fiction, and romance, and the techniques that are used to express a particular vision of the

imagination, such as the feminine, transcendence, the grotesque, magical realism, dreams, alternate
realities, and the unreal. the course will use the approach of film and media studies, exploring the aesthetic
and rhetorical choices and discourses of artists, directors, and other creative workers. to highlight the power
of the imagination as a mode of cultural analysis, we will delve into several films by women filmmakers, as

well as feminist theories and critiques of representation. in this course we examine the intersections between
shakespeare's othello and the world of film. shakespeare's famous tragedy othello explores how othello's

social position and status as a moor in venetian society, and more broadly in european society, changes the
course of his perceptions and relationship with his social world. what kind of cultural individual is othello? how
does the film adaptation and contemporary cultural representation of othello contribute to our understanding
of the complex issues that the play explores? and what is the legacy of shakespeare's play for modern actors,

directors, and producers?
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In the late 20th century, Communism was sweeping Eastern Europe. Tito and Mikos KVN were on the same
side of the Cold War, but Titos confident Socialist Realism wasnt working out that well (as this book tells). The
Perestroika movement was gaining traction, and one of its most important figures was one of a legendary pair
of diverging ideologies: the Pole, Vytautas Landsbergis. He was opposed to the Soviet style of government, its
artificiality, its brutal enforcement of ideology, and its manipulation of international allies. Instead, he sought
a system of Solidarity, which would unite, and elevate, all working people. Other thinkers, like the other half
of this legendary pair, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyns hero-instigator, Leopold Hennings, believed there was no one
goal to strive for, but many. Countries have their freedom to choose, whatever their ideology. Landsbergis

was part of a revitalization of the Socialist movement, and was captured during a Moscow Revolution Square
riot, holding a sign protesting the Soviet Union. In 1989, he was forced into exile in the United States. Other
Students: Kieran Flanagan (Sophomore, Folklore), Laura Fogarty (Sophomore, Communications), Eve Khouri

(Sophomore, Communications) English 431 is a small, 15-member advanced composition workshop, designed
for already capable writers who have done considerable writing in the past and who want to further develop

their prose style. Its focus is literary/creative nonfictionthat is, writing in which the content is based on
experience and observed or researched facts (nonfiction) and writing in which the style is creative

(literary/narrative). How writers say something will be as important as what they say. Students will have the
opportunity to read and write short narratives in three different genres of creative nonfiction: memoir,

character story, and essay of place. Students are expected to have very good control already of grammar and
mechanics since these are basics of writing. Required textbooks: a class reader prepared by the instructor

each semester and Strunk and Whites The Elements of Style. Other readings are on library reserve/e-reserve.
We also use D2L for online discussions of writing. These sections are intended for juniors, seniors, and

university special students and do not carry graduate credit. 5ec8ef588b
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